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Covid pandemic is spreading since end 2019 arround globe, this resulting 
several countries suffer economic crisis. Due people movement restriction and 
international border is closed, impact halting on export and import. Indonesia 
with 267,7 million people manage to overcome global crisis during 1998 and 
2008 with encourage small and local industry. According data from BPS, SME 
support 60% GDP with Rp 7,7 Billion and provide 85 million employment. To 
sustain SME during customer shifting behavior, we propose small cluster 
server called as LETS. LETS is modular, and composed with several 
Raspberry Pi 4, also consume few energies compared with traditional server. 
Although Raspberry Pi 4 is small size with few limitations, with lightweight 
application (ansible, k3s, and nginx) it can provide web server service. LETS 
provide handling traffic up to 742 simultaneus requests, which sufficient of SME 
requirement. 

 
1. Introduction 

Currently pandemic already spread on all around the globe, which started spread since early 2020 from Wuhan 
as ground zero. This accelerated by many modern transportations, such as: airplane, train, and bus. Public 
transportation is one of reason this virus is spread globally, this virus easily contagious from person to person. According 
to worldometer data, on November 2020 there is 54 million cases with death 1,3 million and recovered 38,140 million 
people [1]. This pandemic caused by corona virus, named by its structure similar with outer ring of sun that have crown. 
Covid-19 is a unique virus, with crown structure and surrounded with lipid layer, which make difficult detect with human 
antibody [2]. Since mid year 2020, World Health Organization (WHO) classified this virus as airborne that cause massive 
lock down on major cities on every country [3]. Every local government restrict people movement, this aim to reduce 
number of transmissions. To suppress virus spreading, since early this year almost all country closed its border, include 
airport and port, which made all international transaction is hold. Many country that reliance on tourism, export import, 
global trading have most impact, with economic slowdown up to 7% and income oer capita is shrink to 3,6 % [4].Due 
this reason, almost on all country have negative impact on economic scale. World Bank predict global economic will 
slow down by 5,2% in 2020, this would be a deepest recession since World War two.  

Although Indonesian president declare that Indonesia will not suffer due to global recession, on 3rd quarter 2020 
Sri Mulyani as Minister of Finance declare that recession is unavoidable. Indonesian economic will suffer contraction 
by 2,9% to 1,1%, and 2021 projection is 4,5% from this year 5,5% [5]. To overcome recession impact, government 
should make a mitigation strategy. Faisal Basri and Enny Sri Hartati as senior economist make recommendation aside 
from priotizing economic impact, government need make strategy to handling pandemic. Without people faith, it will be 
difficult to overcome this issue [6][7]. 

During lockdown on major cities, government restrict people movement and forced to minimize physical contact. 
This caused traditional market is closed, and many SME (Small Medium Enterprise) or UMKM (Usaha Mikro, Kecil dan 
Menengah) suffer great loss due many people afraid made transaction. On other side, e-commerce transcation is rise 
due many costumer shift to online transaction. In this paper we try to design a small but efficient server with low power 
consumption. Many SME have difficulties to adapt to costumer shifting, especially SME (Usaha Mikro Kecil dan 
Menengah) in rural area with traditional model business.  

According data from BPS (Badan Pusat Statistik), Indonesia economic survive during crisis moneter in 1998 due 
SME with providing employment for 85 million people. During that era, many company difficulties to maintain business 
that impact massive lay out. SME is one of economic pillar in Indonesia, each year number of SME increase inline with 
Indonesia Gross Domestic Bruto (GDB). Since 2012 number of SME increase to 62,98 million business unit, with vast 
amount of business unit involved 107 million workers. Comparing with large scale business model, SME support 60% 
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GDP with Rp 7,7 Billion [8]. To support Indonesian economic during pandemic, government must give attention and 
make special policy for SME. 

To support SME during pandemic, we propose build small cluster server on SME to provide digital access. Due 
customer shifting behavior, SME need to adapt digital marketing ecosystem. To solve these problem SME need to 
adapt with creating value add to digital ecosystem. We named it as LETS, a cluster server composed several Raspberry 
Pi 4 with low power consumption for various digital needs. This server equipped with modular architecture, that can 
adapt to specific needs on each SME, such as: website server for e-commerce, as a startup server platform, Point of 
Sale server to rebranding SME, and many other functions. LETS equipped with minimal 4 unit of Raspberry Pi 4, with 
cloud capabilities, High Availability scenario. To make system ease to maintain and deploy, in this research use ansible 
as config management, Kubernetes as docker container management, and trafeic as system monitoring. 

Raspberry pi is a single board computer with small size (just a size of credit card), with lot of potential. The latest 
version is Raspberry Pi 4 equiped with quad core processor and several RAM option (from 1GB through 8GB). With its 
small size but with load of computing capabilities, there is many projects utilizing it. There is tons of DIY tutorial for home 
scale project through major company like Oracle build supercomputer with 1060 unit Raspberry Pi [9]. Idea lies beneath 
it is making a powerful HPC (High Power Computing) for specific needs. Such as for parallel computing [10][11], as a 
cloud server [12][13], and make a small but powerful computing on biomedic [14][15]. Build Raspbery Pi cluster is 
cheaper option rather than build traditional server, with low power consumption. On each Raspbery Pi 3 model B+ is 
consume around 6,95 Watt during idle, and 7,61 Watt during top peak usage [16]. With LETS prototype we hope SME 
can adapt through customer shifting behavior, and sustain with reachable independent resources. 

 
2. Research Method 

In this research we propose network topology as Figure 1, LETS cluster server constructed with 4 unit of 
Raspberry Pi 4, with several function such as: Node 1 act as node and a master, master node act to distribute command 
and load to and from another node, load balancing traffic and CPU load on each node. There is 3 node act slaves, 
which is node 2, node 3 and node 4. But there is differentiation for Node 4, where this node act as slave and database 
storage. We choose this method due Node 4 is equipped with SSD storage, meanwhile another node just equipped 
only SD card. SSD used to provide vast amount of DB storage but on this research, we didn’t use RAID mode. This 
option appears due Raspbery Pi 4 already equipped with 2 port USB 3.0 that theoretically support transfer rate up to 
620 MBps. 

 

 
Figure 1. LETS Network Topology 

 
Router RB951 is used to create policy to limit inbound and outbound traffic, only master node can reach outsite 

network and another node is prohibited by any user or administrator directly. Those strategy is made to provide 
protection on all node, if there are security issue such as DDOS attack that only make 1 casualities, which is node 
number one. Router RB also act as port filtering and forwarding, RB only open common port regarding service offered 
by server. In this research we configure open port related are: HTTP, HTTPS and SSH services only, HTTP is for 
provide website service, and SSH is used to accessing master node. With this criteria, user and administrator can 
access through master node using SSH. SSH is old technology yet effective to accessing device remotely and provide 
enough security. 

Ansible is an open sources program run at Linux environtment, developed by Michael DeHand for Fedora Unified 
Network Controler. On 2015 Ansible.Inc acquired by Red Hat, since then ansible available on all Fedora distribution, 
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such as: Red Hat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, openSUSE, Debian, Ubuntu, and Oracle Linux [17]. Ansible aim to develop 
and manage multiple devices or server, provide ease to maintain server on same network or on different network using 
SSH. Many developer and system manage servers by logging onto each each server via SSH, making adjustment or 
done several configs, dan log off after their work done. Followed with documenting action already done on those servers, 
and then move to another server. If system administrator needs to grab data from bunch of servers, they need to 
manually logging on each server and create log file. This action is exhausting and sometimes leads to human erorr due 
repetitive manual labor.  

Ansible is a nimble software, can run on every machine remotely using SSH using multiple platforms as long 
there is shell command console. Ansible provide automation tools as a conductor on orchestra, one conductor can 
manage multiple person with different music tools just using hand movement [18]. Ansible use YAML (Yet Another 
Markup Language), YAML is simple due easly read by human, and computer ease to understand due its machine-
perseable syntax. As Figure 2 below, user interact with server through YAML using SSH. Meanwhile Playbook provide 
organizing task, including define host, variables files been used, task to each node. Using ansible, system administrator 
can reach and manage 𝑛 number of hosts [18][19]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Ansible Architecture on LETS 

 
 Raspberry Pi 4 with magnificent hardware specification (compare with its size), it still has many disanvantages. 

Raspberry Pi 4 is equipped with ARM based processor, which limit number of operating system and software that can 
be used. Although we can use many linux distro on Raspberry Pi 4, not all software and tools ported to arm architecture, 
one of them is Kubernetes. Currently Kubernetes is rising star due its feature and rapid grows (either end user or 
enterprise). To answer Kubernetes compability issue on Raspberry Pi, Rancher LAB created K3S, a lightweight version 
from Kubernetes that run smooth on arm platform. K3s is simplified and miniature version from Kubernetes, however 
K3S equipped with API and functionality. Almost all tools and ecosystem that work on Kubernetes also work on K3S. 

K3S packages is design with simplicity yet powerful, deploy with small size (~100MB) and ease to running and 
deploy. Although its small size, K3S capable to run all Kubernetes component, such as: API server, scheduler, and 
controller. Regarding Figure 3, in K3S cluster environment, server is a node equipped with kubelet and control plane, 
while agent is a node that just run kubelet. Both server and agent have running container and a kubeproxy, kubeproxy 
used to manage network traffic and tunneling between cluster [20].  

 
3. Results and Discussion 

On this research we used four Raspberry Pi 4 model 2019, one Raspberry Pi with largest memory (8GB) is act 
as a master with assumption master node will consume more memory than slave. Folllowed three Raspbery Pi 4 with 
lower memory (4GB) as slave node. On each Raspberry Pi equipped with class 10 micro SD card with 32 GB capacity, 
and all node using arm ubuntu server only CLI support to minimize memory usage to unnecessary program. The fourth 
node connected with SSD as database server, due SSD transfer rate is almost 2 times faster than micro SD card All 
node connected with switch that support Gigabit ethernet using Cat5e UTP cable, to minimize bottleneck issue on 
network connection. Mikrotik router used to manage traffic inbound and outbound stub, to limit direct connection through 
slave. 
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Figure 3. K3S Architecture on Raspberry Pi 4 

 
3.1 Overheat and bandwith Issue 

In this research, we used first model of Raspberry Pi 4 that released in 2019. First impression using using 
Raspberry Pi 4 is overly heat while been used, even though on idle condition. To overcome this issue, we conduct trial 
with several operating system, such as: Ubuntu MATE for Raspberry Pi, Raspberry OS (Previously named as Raspbian 
OS) and Ubuntu server. Based our observation MATE desktop is consuming most memory and caused excessive heat, 
this suspect because Raspberry Pi work harder to render MATE environment. The lightest operating system is 
Raspberry OS followed with Ubuntu Server; this is our reason choose Ubuntu server.  

We can examine heatmap from thermal imaging camera on Figure 4, most heat source came from CPU (right 
picture number 3), new power chipset to handle USB-C power supply (right picture number 1). There is two opinion 
regarding overheat issue, first is larger power supply using USB-C with specification capacity 3.0 A. Second, is related 
with large and stable power supply is needed due Raspberry Pi 4 equipped with large memory and there is 2 micro 
HDMI with 4K support output [21]. Also, with new two USB3 make Raspberry Pi 4 become power voracious and lead 

to overheating. This issue broadens with operating system policy, when CPU hitting overheat threshold (85 C) system 
will throthled down CPU with limiting power current to CPU. Apart from CPU, throttled down also effect on GPU which 
result degradation of rendering quality. 

 

  
Figure 4. Thermal Imaging on Raspberry Pi 4 with Heavy Load [22] 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5. Active and Pasive Cooling used for Raspberry Pi 4 
 

As we can see on Figure 5, to overcome overheat issue we conduct experiment using two type of heatsink, 3 
model passives heatsink (model a, b, and d), and active cooling (model c). Type a, b and c heatsink made of CNC 
allumunium alloy, meanwhile type c is aluminium. Heatsink type a, b, and c covered Raspberry Pi 4 from upside and 
bottom side, to overcome heat problem on back side, meanwhile heatsink type d covered CPU, memory modul, and 
WLAN modul. 

Table 1 resume our experiment regarding overheat, all passive heatsinks succeed reduce temperature by 10C, 

and active heatsink by 12 – 13 C. From data in Table 1, we can conclude most effective cooling is use type c, with dual 
fan 5v using internal Raspberry Pi power supply (Using pin 2 and 3), but this option is most noisy due high RPM 
combined with small fan size (around 5 cm). Most subtle solution is type c, with lowest price can gain effect as expensive 
one. During our experiment we found that passive cooling type b have poor impact on network communication. 
Raspberry Pi 4 is equipped with dual band wireless connection, but when type b implemented cause reduction on 
wireless network reception, that impact low throughput and unstable connection. We recommend not using passive 
cooling type b, unless network connection is using cable connection. 

 
Table 1. Temperature Comparison on Raspberry Pi 4 

Model Idle (C) Average load (C) 
Blocking wifi 

reception 

With out heatsink 54 65 No 
a 44 54 Yes 
b 45 55 Yes 
c 43 51 Yes 
d 45 54 No 

 
3.2 Web Server Configuration 

LETS is a cluster server contain four Raspberry Pi 4, hardware configuration can see on Figure 1. After all node 
installed ubuntu server arm, then all node configured using ansible. Ansible was chosen to distribute software 
requirement and version due ease to manage on cluster environment, config done with yaml file. While working on 
cluster node, we focus to make high availability server. Master nodes have task to balancing traffic to all agent node by 
creating node pool of several workers. All node that act as agent node is registered through websocket initated by k3s 
agent, then master is in charge to maintain client site load balancer [23]. 

To provide webserver services, in this research we used NGINX. Nginx is a open source software to provide 
several service, such as: web server, reverse proxy, cache, load balancing, media streaming [24]. While Raspberry Pi 
4 is superior to it predecessor, it still single board computer with limited computation power. Nginx impeccable answer 
those issue, with lightweight support and consume only small computing resources also able to handle large number of 
connections with low memory usage.  

In addition, as webserver nginx also perform as HTTP load balancer, to handle and balance multiple application 
instances. HTTP load balancing intent to optimize resource utilization, maximize traffic throughput, reduce latency, and 
fault tolerant configuration [25]. Nginx support several load balancing algorithms, such as round robin, least connection, 
and IP hash. On this experiment we select round robin algorithm, all incoming request distributed evenly on all server 
with server weight consideration.  

To verify cluster performance, we done benchmark cluster using simultaneous request from several computer, 
this aim to simulate real life user request. Simulation done to master node (192.168.100.31:30080) by GET HTTP 
method request from 4 laptop. On each laptop equipped with test script utilize concurrency method, with objective abuse 
server with 250 thread. With that scenario will load server with 1000 thread simultaneously on one time, test done for 
one hour to get various data. All data is log on master node, due master node act as load balancer onto another node. 
Benchmark result is summarized on Table 2, while on our simulation make 1000 request simultaneous, request handled 
average is 481 request, and maximal 742 request. From all incoming request, Raspberry Pi cluster can handle average 
451 request with average 32 warning label. Latency measured average is 3120,25 ms, with minimal 38,16 ms and 
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maximal 96581 ms, this suspect occur due high traffic that make server takes time to respond request. Traffic measured 
by server is max 7.485 bytes with average 7.102 bytes. 

 
4. Conclusion 

Covid pandemic that spread during 2020 have been conduce crysis on many aspects, include economy. 
According data from Minister of Finance predict Indonesian economic will suffer contraction from 2,9% to 1,1%. SME 
as low and middle business model that proven supporting Indonesian economic during global crysis in 1998. SME is 
proven agile and effective absorb manpower, government must observe and care with SME. To support SME self 
sustain during pandemic, we propose small cluster with low cost server. This server aims to provide web service server 
to improve customer engagement. LETS able to provide website service and could handle traffic up to 742 simultaneous 
requests but need to improve on latency issue. We suggest optimizing Raspberry pi cluster to improve latency and add 
more capacity that can handle by cluster.   
 

Table 2. Benchmark Result 

Remark Min  Avg Max 

Req generate 204 481 742 
Req success handled 185 452 742 

Req with warning 1 32 69 
Latency (ms) 48,16 3120,25 96581 
Bytes send 6.564 7.102 7.485 
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